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g r a p h i c a l a b s t r a c t
� VIB metal-based SACs are versatile

in both CO2 activation and

hydrogenation.

� Selective hydrogenation of CO2

over the SACs highly depends on H

migration.

� H* charge has tight affinity to its

migration capacity over catalytic

active site.

� Valence electron occupancy of

Modþ is a descriptor for attaining

surface H* with electroneutrality.
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a b s t r a c t

CO2 hydrogenation has raised considerable interest due to concerns about climate change.

Realizing low-temperature reverse water gas shift (rWGS) reaction remains a significant

challenge in the context of coupling it with the CeC growth reactions to convert CO2 to C2þ
fuels. We carried out systematic DFT simulations to unveil the underlying low-temperature

mechanism for the selective hydrogenation of CO2 to produce CO, over a variety of metal-

based single atom catalysts (SACs) supported on the nitrogen-doped graphite. Group VIB

metal-based SACs outperformed other 15 metal candidates in terms of versatile capacities

in both selective activation of CO2 molecule and facilitating escaping of CO and H2O. Mo1/

N3-Gt was especially outstanding by giving rise to spontaneous production of CO and O*

through an effective electron injection into the CO2 molecule. Water formation has been

identified as the potential rate-controlling step in such a catalytic reaction over Mo1/N3-Gt

with an energy barrier of 1.10 eV. Herein, the H migration played a pivotal role and had
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tight affinity to the charge of H* on the active site of catalyst. The dynamic coordination

environment of Modþ was revealed to be the dominant factor affecting the surface H*

charge, leading to a variety of hydrogenation behaviors. The electron-deficient ligands of

CO2 and O* on Mo1/N3-Gt, as well as additional adsorbed H2, were effective in adjusting the

4d and 5s electronic structure of central Mo and consequently resulted in nearly electric

neutral surface H*s, thus most benefiting the hydrogenation process. The optimal charge of

the coordinated Mo for an outstanding selective hydrogenation performance in this sce-

nario was found to be no less than þ1.7e.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy Publications

LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by/4.0/).
Introduction

Decarbonization has achieved great progress globally in

recently years, and energy saving and net-zero-emission

(NZE) energy technologies are major contributors so far.

Direct carbon capture and utilization (CCU), on the other

hand, has not beenwidely applied yet [1], although it is crucial

for closing up the carbon-neutral loop, especially for con-

ventional energy and power industry, steel industry, and

heavy or long-haul transportation, etc. [2]. With the rapid

growth of the green hydrogen industry, CCUwould potentially

be able to overcome current economic hurdles and become

extremely competitive through large-scale industrialization

[3]. One can envisage that green fuels can be produced at scale

using captured CO2 in a traditional power plant by coupling

CO2 hydrogenation with Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (FTS) [4,5].

CO is a key fundamental compound for producing a variety

of C2þ fuels. In an integrated bi-catalysts rWGS-FTS unit, the

operational temperature for FTS reactions is normally below

400 �C while that for the standard rWGS reaction is normally

higher than 500 �C because of its endothermic nature, leading

to a remarkable operational temperature gap between the two

reactions [6,7]. Realizing the low-temperature rWGS for

coupling with the reactions of carbon chain growth remains a

scientific question in such area. One should bear in mind that

at a low temperature window around 300 �C, besides intrinsic

activity of the catalyst, methanation is normally competing

with the rWGS reaction. Therefore, catalysts are important to

polarize the CO2 molecule and facilitate the controllable hy-

drogenation to produce CO [8,9].

The reducible metal-based catalysts are most frequently

applied in the rWGS reaction of CO2 [10]. For example, Cu

supported onmetal oxides are efficient for CO2 dissociation to

CO [11,12], in which Cu0 was oxidized by CO2 to Cu1þ and

reduced by H2 [13,14]. However, metal clusters normally suffer

from poor thermal stability because of facile aggregation.

Catalysts of bimetal alloy catalysts and carbides-based cata-

lysts are also exploited with boosted efficiency [15e18]. Wang

et al. reported the Cu-in-Ni alloy catalysts, which attained

nearly 100% CO selectivity in the full testing temperature

range from 250 �C to 550 �C [19], benefiting from the facile

decomposition of C]O and H2 over the alloy active sites, as

well as ready CO* desorption. Addition of noble metals has

also been extensively investigated due to their good auxiliary
veiling the mechanism of
unctional theory study, In
catalytic effects in either promoting activation of reactants

molecules or facilitating the CO desorption [20e22], but the

high cost presents a barrier to their wide application. In this

context, alternative base metal-based catalyst candidates are

of increasing interest. Porosoff et al.3,18 prepared a Co modi-

fiedMo2C catalyst and found that one of oxygen atoms formed

in CO2 would quickly embed into the carbide surface to form

Mo2CeO, which would be reduced by hydrogen atoms disso-

ciated from the Co surface, ensuring the stability of the in-

termediate CO* and promoting the rWGS reaction. The

catalyst achieved a CO2 conversion of 10% and a CO selectivity

of 98% at 300 �C, outperforming noble metal alloys [23]. Lim

et al. observed that LaCo0$9Ni0$1O3 perovskite would realize

the equilibrium conversion of CO2 at 475 �C by a trade-off

between H2 dissociation efficiency and CO desorption over

the COeNi alloy active sites [24]. In general, two mechanisms

are widely accepted regarding the catalytic rWGS reaction of

CO2. CO2 may experience direct dissociation to produce CO,

and the surface oxygen is subsequently reduced by hydrogen,

which is commonly known as the redox decomposition

mechanism [25]. The other commonly reported mechanism is

the intermediate decomposition mechanism, where CO2 is

firstly hydrogenated to formate [26,27], or carboxyl group [28],

and then decomposes to CO and H2O after further hydroge-

nation. An effective catalyst for the rWGS reaction should

have moderate oxidable and reducible capacities with rich

active sites, in order to attain both facile activations of CO2

and H2 and controllable H spillover and migration behaviors.

Single atom catalysts (SACs), normally coordinated in

metal oxides, doped carbon or mimetic ligand chelate, are

found to exhibit distinctive catalytic attributes towards CO2

hydrogenation compared to ordinary solid catalyst, for

instance metals oxides and transition metal carbides (TMCs)

[29e31]. As a quasi-homogeneous catalyst, the SACsmake the

best use of the metal atoms and have good thermal stability

given the anchored metal atom on 2D carbon materials. The

micro-environment of the anchored metal atom is tunable

according to its coordination and is also dynamic due to the

attached ligands variation during reaction, giving rise to a

variety of electron structures that may meet dedicated cata-

lytic requirements. In recent years, the SACs catalysts have

received increasing interest for a wide range of catalytic re-

actions, and there have been a number of endeavors looking

at the SACs application in CO2 hydrogenation [32,33].
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Most studies of SACs catalysts have been focusing on the

formate products from CO2 hydrogenation [34e36]. Other

studies investigated the rWGS reaction over metal oxide

supported SACs catalysts [37,38]. Millet et al. [39] indicated the

Ni based SAC inMgO is highly active in the 2e� redox cycle and

gives rise to CO formation, because of the surface population

modification by the Ni site, however the catalyst may still

suffer agglomeration during reaction because of the surface

carbonates decomposition, and Ni particles would give rise to

the formation of CH4 or MeOH. Another interesting metal

oxides-based SAC is Ir1/TiO2. Compared to Ir5, the single-atom

distributed Ir, resulting from the latticematchiness of IrO2 and

TiO2, led to great energy difference between CO dissociation

and desorption during the CO2 hydrogenation, such that it

was also able to impede over-hydrogenation of CO2 to CH4 or

formate products [40].

Carbon based SACs are increasingly appealing because

they offer various coordination environments by elemental

doping, and the carbon support is easily fabricated and has

extensive resources [41,42]. Carbon (graphene/graphite)-

based SACs have been widely used in the electrochemical and

photo catalysis of CO2 with carefully developed descriptors

[43e45], and show great capacity in thermochemical catalysis

[46]. Esrafili et al. [47] evaluated the thermal stability of

graphene-based Co SAC by DFT modelling in detail, revealing

the Co atom can be effectively stabilized in both three and four

nitrogen coordination environments due to the strong hy-

bridization of Co-3d and N-2p states. Sredojevic et al. applied

DFT modelling to evaluate the performance of graphene

anchored Ru and Cu SACs in terms of CO2 hydrogenation,

revealing the H atom hydrogenation pathway for Ru SAC and

proton transfer mechanism for Cu SAC. They predicted the

energy barriers were less than 0.87 kcal/mol during formic

acid production. The study also concluded that Ru based

catalysts had higher stability than Cu due to stronger metal-

carbon binding [48]. However, another study found that a

different coordination of C2N would promote the Cu SAC

effectiveness by lowering the highest energy barrier to 0.53eV

[49]. In a more recent study, Pd supported on the mono-

vacancy of graphene was found to outperform Ru in catalysis

with even smaller peak energy barrier of 0.69 eV for formic

acid formation [50]. Although a few endeavors have been

made to investigate the thermochemical CO2 hydrogenation

over carbon-based SACs, they mostly focused on the forma-

tion reactions of formate products. Fundamental insights into

the effects of dynamic micro-environment during the catal-

ysis are far from being complete, for example the electron-

level descriptors linked to the intrinsic activity of catalysts

are still lacking.

In this work, we describe the performance of a variety of

carbon supported SACs in CO2 hydrogenation by systematical

Density Functional Theory (DFT) modelling. Especially, the

underlying mechanism for the outstanding catalytic activity

of group VIBmetals-based catalysts is revealed. The principles

of electrons filling inside the coordinated central atom for a

facile H2 activation and directional hydrogenation are finally

unveiled. The DFT predictions in this study shed lights on the

mechanism of the selective hydrogenation of CO2 over

graphite-based SACs catalysts at electronic level and provide
Please cite this article as: Zhang J et al., Unveiling the mechanism of
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fundamental understanding and referable evidence to precise

design of catalysts for the thermochemical conversion of CO2.
Methodology

Calculation details

The first-principle density functional theory plus dispersion

(DFT-D) calculations were implemented in the Vienna Ab-

initio Simulation Package (VASP) with dispersion corrections

by the D3 method of Grimme. The generalized gradient cor-

rected approximation (GGA) [51] treated by the Per-

dew�Burke�Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation potential

was used to calculate the exchange-correlation energy [52].

The PAW pseudopotential was employed as the scheme in the

representation of reciprocal space for all the elements [53,54].

The plane-wave cut-off energy was set to 450 eV for all the

calculations. The Brillouin zone was sampled using a 2 � 2 � 1

and 4� 4� 1Monkhorst-Pack k-pointwith a smearing of 0.1 eV

for respective geometry optimization and static electron

structures calculation. Spin polarization has been considered,

and the self-consistent field (SCF) tolerance was set to 10�4 eV/

atom. All the modelling was performed with a convergence

threshold of 0.03 eV/�A on maximum force. No symmetry

constraint was used for any modelling. The computational

method is believed to give high precision results, evidenced by

the validation of lattice constant for the graphite lattice

(primitive cell) in this study; the difference between the

computational value (2.466 �A) and the reported experimental

value (2.470 �A) is very tiny, as shown in Fig. S1 [55].

All the models were based on a three-layer P (4 � 4) super-

cell of three nitrogen doped graphite (100) facet, and the bot-

tom layer was fixed. A 15 �A vacuum region was created above

the top layer of the graphite facet. MedeA 3.1.0 was used for

model establishment and pseudopotential assembling for the

calculation. Geometry optimization was implemented to each

model before energy was calculated. Energy of all the geom-

etries was calculated at 0 K in the DFT investigation with

corrections of zero point energy (ZPE) based on frequency

analysis. Bader charge was calculated for atomic electron

analysis. The adsorption energy Ead was determined by Eq. (1),

where Ecatalyst, Eadsorbate and Eadsorbate/catalyst are the total en-

ergies of clean catalyst, free adsorbate molecule and catalyst

with adsorbedmolecule, respectively. The transition state (TS)

was completely determined by the algorithm of climbing

image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) combing with the Dimer

method. The energy barrier of a reaction (Ebarrier) was deter-

mined by the difference between the energies of transition

state and reactant, as shown in Eq. (2), where Etransition state and

Ereactant are the total energies of the transition state and

reactant of a reaction, respectively.

Ead ¼ Eadsorbate/catalyst e (Ecatalyst þ Eadsorbate) Eq.1

Ebarrier ¼ Etransition state - Ereactant Eq.2

The electron density difference (EDD) was determined by

Eq. (3).
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Dr ¼ radsorbate@N-Gt - (radsorbate þ rCNT) Eq.3

where radsorbate@N-Gt is the electron density of the whole

adsorbate þ adsorbent system, and radsorbate and rN-Gt are the

unperturbed electron densities of the adsorbate and the

adsorbent structure, respectively.

The stability test of catalytic active sites

The stability of the catalyst unit was evaluated in a harsh

reductive atmosphere at the reaction temperature of 1000 K,

as shown in Fig. 1. The AIMD simulation was implemented

within the canonical (NVT) ensemble in VASP 5.4.4, using the

model established in this work. The profiles of energy and

temperature are shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b), respectively.

Results have shown that the single anchored metal (Mo) in

a three-nitrogen coordination unit would keep steady at

1000 K even in a reductive environment, indicating the sta-

bility of the catalysts during reaction.
Results and discussion

The adsorption and activation of key molecules over SAC
active sites

An effective catalyst for CO production should be versatile. It

is expected to activate CO2 efficiently, and would also avoid

deep hydrogenation of CO to produce methane. Herein, we

screened 18metals through extensive adsorption evaluations,

as shown in Fig. 2 (a). We found Ir1/N3-Gt led to the highest

adsorption energy of 2.16 eV to CO2, followed by W1/N-Gt for

2.01 eV and Re1/N-Gt for 1.65 eV, respectively, while Au1/N3-

Gt, Rh1/N3-Gt, Mg1/N3-Gt, Cu1/N3-Gt and Mn1/N3-Gt exhibited

weak binding to CO2 molecule (red dots in Fig. 2). For the

interaction of the catalysts with the ultimate product CO, the

model predicts that most of IB, IIB and VIIIB metals give rise to

exclusively stronger binding to CO compared to CO2, wherein

Ir1/N3-Gt and Au1/N3-Gt lead to the highest desorption energy

of CO being over 3.00 eV. These metal-based catalysts would

be helpful to formate formation, which requires further hy-

drogenation to carbon but may not be helpful for the rWGS
Fig. 1 e Temperature profile (a) and total energy profile (b) from

denotes carbon, blue nitrogen, pink Mo and white hydrogen). (F

legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.
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reaction. Group VIB and VIIB metals-based catalysts mostly

lead to moderate desorption of CO, and Mg1/N3-Gt, Ni1/N3-Gt,

Cr1/N3-Gt and Fe1/N3-Gt have especially weaker interaction

with CO with the adsorption energies around 1.00 eV, which

would benefit the facile escape of CO from the catalytic active

sites.

For these metal-based catalysts with weaker interaction

with CO, their interactions with H2O were additionally eval-

uated, which is the other important product molecule in the

rWGS reaction (green dots in Fig. 2). The desorption profile

indicates that Fe1/N3-Gt and Mg1/N3-Gt have the highest

adsorption energy of H2O for 1.15 eV and 1.11 eV, respectively,

while Cr1/N3-Gt gives rise to moderate adsorption for 0.88eV,

and other metal-based catalysts including Ni1/N3-Gt, Mo1/N3-

Gt, Re1/N3-Gt andW1/N3-Gt were predicted to most benefit the

facile desorption of H2O molecule with the adsorption en-

ergies ranging between 0.39 eV and 0.59 eV. The ready escape

of H2O is also crucial for the rWGS reaction and catalysts

stability.

Based on the above adsorption energy analyses of the re-

actants and productsmolecules, groupVIBmetals-based SACs

are observed to be superior to othermetal candidates in terms

of simultaneous higher adsorption energy of CO2 and lower

desorption energy of CO and H2O, therefore, they are deduced

to have potentially better performance in the rWGS reaction.

Three group VIB metal-based SACs were further investi-

gated in terms of their interactions with the CO2 molecule in a

variety of adsorption configurations (as shown in Fig. S2). The

feasible chemisorption of CO2 including chair and linear con-

figurations over all the three catalysts are shown in Fig. 2 (b).

Compared to free molecule of CO2, of which the bond length of

each C]O is 1.17 �A and molecule angle 180�, the length of one

C]O bond has been stretched by over 10% and up to 16%, and

the molecule angle is bent by above 24% for all the analyzed

configurations, indicating the obvious polarization effect of

Cr1/N3-Gt, Mo1/N3-Gt and W1/N3-Gt on adsorbed CO2. Surpris-

ingly, we found the dissociative adsorption of CO2 overW1/N3-

Gt in both two adsorption configurations resulted in the sur-

face species of CO* and O* (Fig. 2 b), and this may give rise to a

low energy barrier pathway for the CO production.

Due to the electron-deficiency of CO2, the molecule polar-

ization over metal site is primarily based on selective
AIMD simulation for Mo1/N3Gt at 1000 k 3.5 ps (Brown

or interpretation of the references to colour in this figure

)
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Fig. 2 e The adsorption energies (eV) of reactants and products over different coordinated metal active centers (a). Various

CO2 adsorption configurations over the group VIB metal-based catalysts (b).
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electrons injection. To further evaluate the activation of CO2

by the anchored group VIB metal SACs, crystal orbital Ham-

ilton population (COHP) analyses were adopted to analyze the

bond strength, and the spin-discernible integrated values of

COHP (ICOHP) were calculated to quantitatively describe the

activation for respectively Oa-C and Ob-C, in comparison with

free CO2 molecule. We compared the group VIB metal-based

SACs with Fe1/N3-Gt and Ni1/N3-Gt that also exhibited good

interactionwith the adsorbed CO2molecule. Fig. 3 (a) indicates

the activation of Oa-C bond over Cr1/N3-Gt is more significant

than that over Ni1/N3-Gt, evidenced by the apparent anti-

bonding population at the Fermi level and more anti-

bonding occupancy at deeper energy levels. The calculated

results (Fig. 3 (b)) revealed that over group VIB metal-based

catalysts, the averaged -ICOHP for Oa-C is around 6.2, which

is much smaller than that in the intact CO2 molecule, and is

also smaller than that over Fe1/N3-Gt andNi1/N3-Gt, indicating

more electrons have been injected into the anti-bonding orbits

of Oa-C bond by the group VIBmetal based SACs, resulting in a

better activation of the adsorbed CO2 molecule.

The averaged ICOHP analysis results also show that the

-ICOHP values for Ob-C bond over the above active sites are
Fig. 3 e The COHP analyses of CeO bond in CO2 over Cr1/N3-Gt an

metal based active centers (b).
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only slightly affected compared to the free molecule and are

much bigger compared to that for Oa-C. This indicates the Cb-

O bonds would remain stable throughout the adsorption in all

scenarios, reflecting the potential superior product selectivity

of the investigated SACs.

The behaviors of reactants activation over the nitrogen

coordinated group VIB metal SACs were also compared with

the single atom behavior of corresponding metal slabs (Fig. 4

and Figs. S3eS4). Other adsorption configurations of CO2 and

H2 over top and hollow positions of the slab which bonded to

multi-atoms are shown in Fig. S3.

The results reveal the bindings between the reactant

molecules and one single metal atom in Mo (1 1 0) facet are

weak. Only physical adsorption has been observed for both

configurations of CO2, with the adsorption energy of �0.16 eV

and �0.13 eV, respectively. The adsorption of H2 over Mo1 in

Mo (1 1 0) seems to be chemisorption but the activation is not

prominent; the HeH length is 0.86�A, close to 0.75�A in a free H2

molecule. Analogous results were also obtained for Cr (1 0 0)

and W (1 1 0) as shown in Figs. S3eS4. The modelling of

adsorption has revealed the distinct behavior of the nitrogen

coordinated group VIB metal SACs in CO2 activation through
d Ni1/N3-Gt (a) and integrated COHP over a variety of single
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Fig. 4 e The activation of CO2 and H2 by one atom in Mo (110) facet.
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selective electron injection, indicating their potential catalytic

ability in rWGS reactions.

The catalytic pathways of CO2 hydrogenation over group
VIB metal-based SACs

The reaction pathways covering the full process of CO2 hy-

drogenation over the group VIB metal-based SACs are shown

in Fig. 5 (a) - (d), each elementary reaction consisting of

structures of reactants, products and transition states. The

energy barriers are highlighted, and the corresponding
Fig. 5 e Reaction pathways (the red, blue, and grey respectively

desorption, exothermic process and relative enthalpy of one stru

figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this a

Please cite this article as: Zhang J et al., Unveiling the mechanism of
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j.ijhydene.2022.09.170
imaginary frequencies for all the transition states are listed in

Table S1.

As shown in Fig. 5 (a), reaction starts from the dominant

chair adsorption of CO2 over Cr1/N3-Gt, and the co-adsorbed

H2 is activated simultaneously. The activated CO2* would

experience direct dissociation when hydrogenation happens

to Oa with an energy barrier of 0.43 eV, and produces CO*, and

an *OH remaining on the active site along with H*. Alterna-

tively, the hydrogenation may also take place on C with a

smaller energy barrier of 0.09 eV, but the subsequent inter-

mediate HCOO* is difficult to be further hydrogenated on Cr1/
denote the endothermic process e.g., activation and

cture). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this

rticle.)
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N3-Gt, and this has also been observed over Cu based active

sites, on which such an intermediate would remain on the

catalysts [56]. However, we find that the HCOO* intermediate

would undergo alternative pathway by transforming to the

*COOH intermediate, which further decomposes to CO* and

*OH, with an energy barrier of 0.69 eV. The energy for CO2

activation over Cr1/N3-Gt is found to be lower than that over

other 3d transition metal-based catalysts [57].

The modelling results reveal that the surface CO* would

directly desorb rather than being hydrogenated, and the

remaining *OH and H* species are the precursors for H2O for-

mation. The desorption of CO needs to overcome an energy

barrier of 0.63 eV before the H2O formation, while it surges to

1.10 eV in the presence of an adsorbed H2O molecule. More

importantly, we find the H2O formation is supposed to be the

potential rate-control step throughout the reaction, and its en-

ergy barrier highly depends on the micro-environment of the

active site. The energy barrier for this step is 1.89 eV over clean

activesite (TS1-5),whichisapproximately0.8eVhigher thanthat

in the presence of adjacent CO* species (TS1-4). The underlying

mechanismwould be investigated in detail in Section 3.3.

In general, Cr1/N3-Gt is predicted to lead to facile decom-

position of CO2 and H2, as well as ready hydrogenation with

quite small energy barriers, however, the H2O formation by

*OH and H*with an energy barrier of at least 1.10 eV seems to

be a big hurdle for the rWGS reaction to take place.

Over the W1/N3-Gt, CO2 is found to experience sponta-

neous dissociation after adsorption, resulting in two different

dissociated configurations of CO* species, as aforementioned.

One of the CO* species that has both C and O bonding to W1

active site could desorb readily with an escaping energy of

merely 0.23 eV, and the other adsorption configuration of CO*

with a sole carbon bonding has quite large escaping energy of

1.72 eV (Fig. 5 (b)), resulting from the stronger binding of the

end-on adsorption of CO. In the former scenario, the facile

escaping of former CO* is more likely to leave a surface O*,

which would experience subsequent hydrogenation with the

co-adsorbed H2. In the latter scenario, hydrogenation to O*

would take place in the presence of CO*with an energy barrier

of 0.91 eV, and the modelling also indicates CO* itself can

hardly be hydrogenated on W1/N3-Gt, and the subsequent

hydrogenation to *OH requires overcoming a large energy

barrier of 1.65 eV, which is close to the escape energy of

1.82 eV for CO* on the catalyst. Following reactions involved in

this pathway include the sequent desorption of CO and H2O,

with additional larger energy barriers up to 1.96 eV, and this

would indeed kinetically impede the reactions in this pathway

to happen. Due to the big escaping energy barrier of sole CO

over W1/N3-Gt in this scenario, it could possibly be hydroge-

nated to produce methane after a transformation of its

adsorption configuration, by overcoming a peak energy barrier

of 1.75eV. The details are shown in Fig. S5.

For H2O formation overW1/N3-Gt, as shown in Fig. 5 (b), the

hydrogenation of O* species is found to have a similarly large

energy barrier of 1.89 eV to that over Cr1/N3-Gt, besides, we

found the subsequent hydrogenation to *OH is also difficult to

take place with one surface H*, implying the H2O is almost

impossible to form over W1/N3-Gt. However, when an addi-

tional H2 molecule adsorbed onto the active site adjacent to
Please cite this article as: Zhang J et al., Unveiling the mechanism of
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*OH þ H*, we observed that the hydrogenation of *OH be-

comes feasible in such a system. This phenomenon is quite

interesting which inspires us to carry out further investiga-

tion, as discussed in Section 3.3. It was also noticed that due to

the special endothermic adsorption process of the additional

H2 in a *OH þ H* system over W1/N3-Gt, a big thermodynamic

hurdle is posed for the hydrogenation of O* species in the

presence of two co-adsorbed H2 molecules, although the hy-

drogenation to *OH has an energy barrier of merely 1.10 eV.

Themodelling results revealedW1/N3-Gt would lead to two

different pathways for CO2 hydrogenation, most likely un-

dergoing the direct dissociation with a facile desorption of

CO*, followed by the H2O formation reaction with a peak en-

ergy barrier of 1.80 eV.

The hydrogenation of CO2 over Mo1/N3-Gt exhibited a va-

riety of pathways, resulting from the two different configu-

rations of adsorption. Fig. 5 (c) shows the reactions starting

from the chair-shape adsorption of CO2, which experience

direct decomposition which is different from that on W1/N3-

Gt. We found two different pathways: CO2* might decompose

to CO* and O* followed by a CO desorption, having a deepwell

with strong exothermic and endothermic processes, alike the

reported mechanism over Mo2C [3]. The other pathway of

decomposition takes place in a mild exothermic manner with

a heat release of 0.35 eV and is accomplished with the spon-

taneous escaping of CO, which was rarely reported in the

literature. For the co-adsorption scenario of CO2 and H2, a

similar reaction scheme was observed, including the ther-

modynamic favorable reaction. The spontaneous CO escaping

reaction was then confirmed by detailed structural evolution

monitoringwith five inserted points from the co-adsorption of

CO2 and H2 and the end products, as shown in Fig. S6. The

results revealed that all bond lengths are undergoing

decreasing during the process except that the pre-cleaving C-

Ob bond is getting stretched. The system enthalpy also

monotonically declines, indicating the spontaneous release of

CO from the active site is contributed by the reinforcement of

all other bonds except the cleaving C-Ob in the surface species,

and such reaction may give rise to O* and 2H* remaining on

the active site. This reaction has also been validated at the

reactive temperature of 500 �C through AIMD modelling,

where the whole process for spontaneous production of CO

was observed straightforwardly, as shown in Fig. S7.

In the deep-well reaction schemes shown in Fig. 5 (c), the

decomposed CO* and O* are more likely to undergo sequent

selective hydrogenation to produce CO* and H2O*, with an

energy-barriers of 0.86 eV and 1.16 eV. Regarding the hydroge-

nation of the loneO* overMo1/N3-Gt,modelling reveals the *OH

formation has an energy barrier of 1.03 eV, which is approxi-

mately 0.8 eV smaller than that over W1/N3-Gt, implying the

superior catalytic effect of Mo1/N3-Gt. Nevertheless, the results

also indicate the subsequent synthetic reactionby*OHandH* is

rather difficult to take place, which we have observed in the

scenario over W1/N3-Gt. However, with the presence of addi-

tional H2 adsorption on Mo1/N3-Gt, the hydrogenation to *OH

becomes feasiblewith an energy barrier of 1.11 eV. This result is

in qualitative agreement with the observation over the active

site of Mo2C, where higher H coverage gives rise to more facile

hydrogenation during H2O formation [58], but interestingly, not
controllable CO2 hydrogenation by group VIB metal single atom
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a big difference of the energy barrier was observed for the hy-

drogenation to O* in both two scenarios of our study.

CO2 hydrogenation starting from the linear adsorption

configuration has analogous reaction pathways, but the

spontaneous CO releasing step has much larger heat release

of 1.24 eV and 1.22 eV, respectively in the presence and

absence of H2, thanks to the smaller adsorption energy for the

linear adsorption of CO2 over Mo1/N3-Gt compared to chair

adsorption. Such severe exothermic reactions would benefit

CO2 decomposition and simultaneous production of CO.

The CO production from CO2 hydrogenation is most favor-

able overMo1/N3-Gt among the group VIBmetal-based catalyst

candidates. Especially for the potential rate-control step, H2O

formation with the peak energy barrier of 1.11 eV over Mo1/N3-

Gt is found to be much more facile compared to that over W1/

N3-Gt. In this regard, the overall performance of Mo1/N3-Gt to

rWGS reaction is even superior to noble metal-based catalysts

[59]. More importantly, the modelling also revealed that the

kinetic hurdle of the selective hydrogenation reactions for H2O

formation was significantly affected by the dynamic coordi-

nation of the central metal atom, and the underlying mecha-

nism is to be discussed in detail in the next section.

Dynamic electron structures of the active site for controllable
hydrogenation of CO2

The reaction modelling results indicate Mo1/N3-Gt out-

performs Cr1/N3-Gt and W1/N3-Gt as a superior catalyst

candidate for facilitating the rWGS reaction, while the most

difficult step involved in the reactions has been identified to be

H2O formation, which is difficult to take place by sole H* and

*OH on the active site. However, with additional H coverage

on the active site, the H2O formation becomes feasible. It was

speculated that the migration capacity of the precursor spe-

cies is crucial to H2O formation [60], therefore, the bond

strengths of both H*-Mo and *OHeMo on Mo1/N3-Gt site were

firstly evaluated in two different scenarios with altered

number of additional H coordination, as shown in entry 3 in

Fig. 6 (a) and Fig. S8. Based on the analyses of the variations of

binding energy and COHP, we found only small differences

were induced to the bond strength of H*-Mo and *OHeMo

after the coordination changed by the additionH attachments;

for example, the binding energy for *OHeMo with sole H*

coverage is 5.13 eV and that for *OHeMowith 3�H* is 4.96 eV.

For the H*-Mo bond, the binding energy also sees little varia-

tion with the addition of H adsorption. Moreover, the COHP

analysis confirms that although the electron structures be-

tween these bonds have some changes during the coordina-

tion variations, the ICOHP values for both *OHeMo and H*-Mo

remain limited affected, as shown in Fig. S8 and Fig. 6 (b) and

(c), implying the additional H2 adsorption would not signifi-

cantly alter the strength of *OH-metal bond or H-metal bond.

This is also agreed by the similar analyses implemented for

the H*-Mo and O*-Mo bonds in the co-adsorption scenario of

H* and O*, as shown in the entry 2 in Fig. 6 (a). It was thus

concluded that the facile H2O formation induced by the

additional H2 adsorption may not result from bond strength

variation of the precursor species in these scenarios.

Therefore, additional evaluation regarding electron struc-

tures of the migrating H* was implemented to reveal the
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underlying mechanisms for the different hydrogenation be-

haviors. Bader charges were then calculated for the two cen-

tral Mo atoms in entry 3 of Fig. 6 (a), and surprisingly we found

the H*s are carrying different charges on the same active site,

and the charge highly depends on the number of adsorbed H*

atoms; when there is only one H* and *OH co-adsorbed on

Mo1/N3-Gt, the H* carries �0.34e, while when there are three

dissociated H*s adsorbed, two of them are carrying�0.09e and

�0.03e, nearly electric neutral, and another H* is still nega-

tively charged and carries �0.29e. We suspect the variation of

the H* charge is directly related to their migration behavior,

and we analyzed the H* charges in other coordination sce-

narios of the co-adsorption of CO2 and H2, and the co-

adsorption of O* and H2, which are the key species in the re-

action of H2O formation. In addition, the charges of sole H2

adsorption over Mo (1 1 0) and Mo1/N3-Gt were also evaluated

for comparison, as shown in entry 1 in Fig. 6 (a).We found over

the Mo (1 1 0) facet, the dissociated H*s are much negatively

charged with �0.42e, while over the Mo1/N3-Gt, the H*s carry

less negative charge (�0.36/-0.25). This may be due to the

electronegativity of nitrogen coordination, evidenced by the

charge density and electron density difference analyses

shown in Fig. S9. Compared to sole H adsorption, the H*s are

found to be close to electron neural with the coordination of

CO2*, carrying negative charges less than �0.06e in all the

cases. With the coordination of O*, the analogous nearly

electric-neutral H*s are observed, independent of the coordi-

nation number of H*s, as shown in entry 2 of Fig. 6 (a), and this

may give rise to facile H migration and the subsequent elec-

trophilic attack to O* to produce *OH.

A hypothetical electrophilic attack test was carried out to

further justify the above mechanism, as shown in Fig. 7,

where the hydrogen molecule has been completely dissoci-

ated and anchored on theMo (1 1 0) facet, and a hydroxy group

was placed adjacent to one of the hydrogens. We found that

when the negatively charged H* getting close to the hydroxyl,

the species are repulsing each other, and cannot react to form

H2O*. The *OH has even larger displacement than H* that is

coordinated in the hollow by three Mo atoms. The results

further confirm that the negative charge of H* is the key factor

to impact H2O formation and would be detrimental to the

hydrogenation of O*. Such a conclusion was ultimately evi-

denced by a comparison with the co-adsorption of H* and O*

over W1/N3-Gt, as shown in Fig. S10; the H* was much more

negative charged by �0.28e, thus giving rise to a high action

energy of 1.80 eV for the *OH formation, the precursor species

for the H2O formation. Only 1.03 eV for the same reaction was

observed over Mo1/N3-Gt. The results indicate that the

electric-neutral H*s would facilitate H2O formation over Mo1/

N3-Gt, and they benefit from the coordination of electron

deficient groups.

Additional investigation was carried out to reveal the

intrinsic connection between the induced H* charges and the

dynamic coordination environment of the active site. The

partial density of states (pDOS) of the central Modþ in a dy-

namic coordination environment were calculated and shown

in Fig. 8, in which the ratio for the occupied states was deter-

mined to exhibit the electron occupancy status, where the

valence electrons in the 5s and 4d orbits of Mo are considered

in the calculation. Fig. 8 (a) shows the occupancy of the
controllable CO2 hydrogenation by group VIB metal single atom
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Fig. 6 e The active site of Mo1/N3Gt in dynamic coordination environments (a) The COHP population analysis for

HeOHeMo1/N3-Gt and (b) for 3HeOHeMo1/N3-Gt (c).
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Fig. 8 e The states occupancies of 4d and 5s obits for Mo in dynamic coordination.

Fig. 7 e Hypothetical electrophilic attack of H* over Mo (1 1 0).
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unsaturable coordinatedMo inMo (1 1 0). The occupancy for 5s

is 85% and 57% for 4d orbit, and the Mo is almost electric-

neutral with merely �0.05e negative charge, the metallicity

of Mo leading to the surface H* being significantly negatively

charged. In contrast, when Mo is coordinated in Mo1/N3-Gt

(Fig. 8 (b)), the occupancy of 5s declines sharply to 17%, and the

occupancy for 4d orbit decreases to 49%, resulting from the

aforementioned electron-absorbing feature of the pyridinic

nitrogen coordination, and theMo is spotted to bemore likely a

cation carryingþ1.21e positive charge, on which, the adsorbed

H2 was dissociated and still carried a negative charge of

�0.36e/-0.25e, although this charge ismuch less than that over

the Mo slab. The additional CO2 adsorption onto Mo1/N3-Gt

causes more electron lose to 4d and 5s orbits of Mo (Fig. 8 (c)),

and if the active site of Mo1/N3-Gt is coordinated by a more

electronegative species, for example O, we found the occu-

pancy of 5s is only 11% and that for 4d is 46%, and the Mo

cation carries more positive charge of þ1.78e. In such a coor-

dination environment, as aforementioned, the subsequent

adsorbed H2 would be able to avoid getting much negatively

charged and remain almost electric neutral, giving rise to

much more facile production of *OH over Mo1/N3-Gt. In the

scenario that Mo1/N3-Gt is coordinated with a sole *OH, the

occupancy of 5s orbit is 22% and that for 4d is 45%, and the

charge onMo cation isþ1.55e (Fig. 7 (e)), which is not enough to

catalyze hydrogenation, as shown in Fig. 5 (c) and (d). However,

with the additional coordination of H2 on *OHeMo1/N3-Gt, we

found the occupancy of 4d experiences a further decrease to

43%. Meanwhile, the occupancy of 5s increases to 32%, indi-

cating an electron lose from 4d orbit and an electron enrich-

ment to 5s. As a result, the charge of Mo cation increased to

þ1.88e, which could eventually give rise to the nearly neutral

H* and benefit the H2O formation over Mo1/N3-Gt. Besides, the

decreasing d-state occupancy has also been reported to facili-

tate the CO2 activation through the redox pathway [57].

Themodelling results so far have revealed that the electron

structures of the central Mo directly determine the charge of

H*, which has fundamental links to its migration feature and

the subsequent hydrogenation behavior. Modþ gives rise to the

surface H* neutrality when it carries no less than þ1.7e of

positive charge. The dynamic coordination of the electron

deficient groups, including CO2* and O* over the Mo1/N3-Gt

during reaction, is found to be beneficial for tuning the charge

of H* by lowering the occupancies of 5s and 4d orbits of the

central Mo atom, thus facilitating the hydrogenation process.

The additional H2 adsorption would also be able to give rise to

the less negative charge of H* by cutting down the occupancy

in the 4d orbit of Mo, in line with the reactionmodelling result

that additional H2 adsorption would lead to more ready H2O

formation. This is also in agreement with the observation in

the H2O formation over Cr1/N3-Gt, where the co-adsorption of

CO* with both *OH and H* would much facilitate the H2O

formation via decreasing the energy barrier by 0.8 eV.
Conclusions

The present research provided comprehensive reactive ana-

lyses of CO2 hydrogenation to CO over the graphite supported

metal-based SACs. Group VIB metal-based catalysts
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outperformed other 15 metal candidates through effective

electron injection to CO2 and lowering escaping energy of the

products, and the SACs had superior activation effects of CO2

compared to the single atom in a corresponding metal facet.

Reaction pathway modelling revealed Mo1/N3-Gt and W1/N3-

Gt were effective for spontaneous decomposition of CO₂ and

H₂, and Mo1/N3-Gt gave rise to special barrier-free production

of CO during the dissociative adsorption and lowered the peak

energy barrier for the hydrogenation of the surface O* species

to 1.10 eV H2O formation was observed to be the potential

rate-controlling step for CO2 hydrogenation over all the SACs,

wherein direct hydrogenation could hardly take place but

turned out to be facile with the additional adsorbed H2. H

migration capacity was considered to affect such selective

hydrogenation reaction. In contrast to the bond strength of

both H*-Mo and O*-Mo, charge on H* was found to be the

determining factor affecting the H migration and the H2O

formation reaction. The electron negativity of Mo cation was

observed to be a potential descriptor that was affecting the

hydrogen charge and subsequent hydrogenation, and it

changed with the dynamic coordination during the reaction.

The electron deficient groups (ligand) such as O*and CO2*

were important to diluting the occupancies for 4d or 5s obit of

the Modþ in order to benefit hydrogenation. Additional H2

adsorption may also give rise to a lower 4d-occupancy

although it slightly promoted the occupancy of 5s. The hy-

drogenation and H2O formation becamemore ready given the

lower electron occupancy of central Mo atom of Mo1/N3-Gt,

and the optimal positive charge ofModþ for a neutral hydrogen

and facile hydrogenation was found to be no less than þ1.7e

based on the Bader's analysis system.
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